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DD of Region or Office elevating issue will request the Lead 
Region to coordinate an ADD conference call  and copy 

others to notify them that the issue is being raised so that 
they do not finalize actions within the affected SIP category 

during the elevation decision 

ADDs determine if the issue is within scope of elevations 
memo 

If yes, DDs provide direction for 
developing remedy and charge APM 

level workgroup 

APM workgroup will draft remedy 

APM from Sublead Region of subject area will convene 
a conference call  to discuss, and make assignments 

Once consensus reached on remedy at APM level, 
Sublead Region will convene a conference call to brief 

DD of Lead Region, originating Region, and AQPD, 
OTAQ and ARLO 

Once DDs agree, and ARLO has provided final editorial 
comment, then DD of Lead Region  distributes remedy 

to all Regions and updates dashboard 

Affected pending SIPs tracked on SIP dashboard 

If no,  ADDs consult on appropriate 
next steps 

The Region or Office elevating the 
issue will prepare a briefing and 

options paper within 5 working days 

Attachment 1 – Flowchart for Elevating Policy and Legal Issues 
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Attachment 2 – Template for Briefing Document to Elevate National Policy and Legal Issues and 
Develop Remedies to Allow Affected SIP Actions to Proceed 

 
Date: 
Office Raising the Issue:   
Point of Contact:    
 
Brief Statement of the Issue and Category of SIP Revisions Affected:  
 
Background:   
 

- Explain the category of affected pending SIPs revisions (e.g., Infrastructure SIP element, 
RACM, ROP plans, 185 fee programs, etc.);  

- Provide applicable statutory and/or regulatory citations; 
- List the pending SIP(s) currently known to be affected; 
- Include any deadlines for rulemaking actions on these SIPs, in addition to the 12-month 

timeframe for final action on complete SIPs (e.g., deadlines in a Consent Decree or Court order); 
and 

- Include any other necessary and relevant background information.  

 
Description of the Issue:  
 

- Explain the issue/concern;  
- Identify the possible consequences of taking rulemaking actions prior to the development of the 

remedy;  
- Provide the timeframe for resolution necessary to make rulemaking deadlines; and 
- Include any other information.  

 

Options Remedies to Allow Affected SIP Actions to Proceed 
 
Provide one or more options to resolve the issue.  These options may include:   
 

- Development of  template language to be inserted in all rulemaking notices for these pending SIP 
revisions; 

- Development of template language to be inserted in all technical support documents for these 
pending SIP revisions;  

- Development of  a document to be included in the administrative records for the rulemaking 
actions on these pending SIP revisions (e.g., clarifying memorandum to the record regarding 
statutory or  regulatory requirements); or  

- Other appropriate remedy.  

 
Recommendation:  The recommendation of the office that raised the issue. 


